
GAME DESCRIPTION
Mysteries of Ancient Egypt have always excited people’s imagination. Enigmatic pharaohs, magnificent pyramids and of 

course legends of immeasurable wealth! So, this time around Platipus is inviting you to explore an ancient desert and 

seek a lost treasure of Sun God Ra. And why hesitating to start this journey, if this mighty god himself is going to play 

on your side?! In which way? Come across one of his Wild symbols, and watch him increase your wealth by moving up or 

down other symbols up to two positions for more combinations. And if he is in a good mood, he will move the Sun itself! 

Which is also a Scatter in this game, that, once hit, will grant you one of three types of prizes - up to 4500 bets per line, 

10 Free Spins and of course 1 of 4 types of jackpots: GRAND, MAJOR, MINOR or MINI.

Sounds exciting? Then get your hat on and prepare for the mystical adventure to the land where the Sun never sets!

THEME: ANCIENT EGYPT, EGYPTIAN GOD

TECHNOLOGY: HTML5

RESOLUTION: 1280x720

DEVICES: Mobile, desktop

PLAYER DEMOGRAPHIC: ALL

PLAYER SKILL LEVEL: ALL

REELS: 5

LINES: 30

MINIMUM TOTAL BET: 0.20

SYMBOLS: 11

WILD: YES

SCATTER: YES

FREE SPINS FEATURE: YES

GOLDEN SUN FEATURE: YES

SLIDING WILD FEATURE: YES

JACKPOT FEATURE: YES

GAME ID: 544

LAUNCH ID: lordofthesun

DEFAULT RTP: 95,00%

RTP MAIN GAME: 37,1%

RTP FEATURES: 57,90%

HIT FREQUENCY IN MAIN GAME: 22,08% (1:5 spins)

START FREQUENCY OF ANY FEATURE: 3,39% (1:30 spins)

VOLATILITY: Medium

CURRENCIES: 100+

AVAILABLE LANGUAGES: EN, DA, RU, ES, IT, ZH-CN, DE, TR, JA, TH, ID, VI, SV, PT, 

FR, ZH-TW, KO



GOLDEN SUN FEATURE
Over the reels there is a Prize Panel. During normal game hitting a Scatter on 1st ,3rd or 5th reel will award 
a player with the prize featured over the respective reel in a Prize Panel. With every spin, the prizes move 
counter clockwise with prize above the 1st reel being replaced by the one that previously was featured on the 
2nd reel and so on, with the 5th reel featuring a new prize. There are three type of prizes: money prize, Free 
spins and Jackpot.
List of money prizes that can be won are as follow - 40, 60, 100, 140, 160, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 
1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500 bets per line.

SLIDING WILD FEATURE
When the reels stop, if at least one Wild symbol is present on any reel, this reel may shift upwards or 
downwards extending the Wild on up to two positions, if there is a better combination to be made due to this.

FREE SPINS FEATURE
When a player hits a Scatter symbol on a reel that has Free spins as prize listed on top of it in the Prize Panel, 
the player gains 10 Free spins. During normal game, a player can get up to 30 Free spins simultaneously.
During Free spins game the whole prize panel changes and prizes on 2nd and 4th reel become unlocked and 
can be won. 
During the Free spins, if a player hits a Scatter symbol on a reel that features Free spins as prize in the Prize 
Panel, the player will gain 5 Free spins. It is possible to win up to 25 Free spins during a single spin in Free 
spins game.
Once Free spins are over, the Prize Panel is replaced by one that was there when the Free spins feature 
triggered, with 2nd and 4th reel prizes being locked.
 
JACKPOT FEATURE
When a player hits a Scatter symbol on a reel that has Jackpot as a prize listed on top of it, the player 
prompted to spin a Jackpot Wheel to get 1 out of 4 Jackpots: GRAND, MAJOR, MINOR or MINI.


